GfaViz: flexible and interactive visualization of GFA sequence graphs.
The graphical fragment assembly (GFA) formats are emerging standard formats for the representation of sequence graphs. Although GFA 1 was primarily targeting assembly graphs, the newer GFA 2 format introduces several features, which makes it suitable for representing other kinds of information, such as scaffolding graphs, variation graphs, alignment graphs and colored metagenomic graphs. Here, we present GfaViz, an interactive graphical tool for the visualization of sequence graphs in GFA format. The software supports all new features of GFA 2 and introduces conventions for their visualization. The user can choose between two different layouts and multiple styles for representing single elements or groups. All customizations can be stored in custom tags of the GFA format itself, without requiring external configuration files. Stylesheets are supported for storing standard configuration options for groups of files. The visualizations can be exported to raster and vector graphics formats. A command line interface allows for batch generation of images. GfaViz is available at https://github.com/ggonnella/gfaviz. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.